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WHAT IS THE PROBLEM?
•Crime rates in South Africa are very high. We also have very high
levels of inequality, extreme poverty, drug abuse and criminal activity.
These factors are not unrelated.
•There are very high levels of gender violence – in South Africa,
a women dies at the hands of her partner every 8 hours.
•Violent homes beget violent societies: research demonstrates that
ending the cycle of violence starts at home, in communities and with the young.
•In as much as we cannot allow racism to persist in future generations,
we must also work together to also end violence.
•Some political parties calling for additional layers of policing at provincial level.
•It is expensive and inefficient for taxpayers to fund duplicated
multiple levels of the same government function.
•The root causes of crime - drugs, poverty, unemployment and
inequality - are not being addressed in policing strategies.
•Policing strategies are not looking to proven solutions that other
similar parts of the world have implemented.

https://africacheck.org/reports/femicide-sa-3-numbers-murdering-women-investigated/

How will GOOD fix safety & crime?
•A GOOD Government will ensure that towns and cities have an
effective, skilled, co-ordinated and resourced 24/7 police force.
•A GOOD Government will require policing and social services to
work together, hand in hand, to combat crime and address the root causes of crime.
•Violence cannot simply be policed away - it must be socialised
out of our communities.
•A GOOD Government will ensure that policing and social service
functions are accountable and address the social issues the root causes of crime, such as drugs, violence in the home,
poverty and unemployment - that lead to crime.

WILL IT WORK?
YES.
A combination of better policing together with social programmes is proven to
significantly reduce crime and protect citizens. Some Colombian cities, once the most
dangerous in the world, have reduced murder rates by more than 80% using these
methods.
As the Security Director in Colombiaʼs City of Cali said, to drop homicides you need
tough policing AND social programs that target the root causes of crime. He said that it
is naive to think you can do one without the other.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/inside-the-experiment-to-stop-the-carnage-in-latin-america-11546275481 3
https://apolitical.co/solution_article/treating-violence-like-a-disease-helped-cut-colombias-murder-rate-by- 82/
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